LESSON FOR
THURSDAY APRIL 23
Thursday, 4-23-2020
Good Morning!! Remember to put your name and the rest of the heading on your papers. ☺
Continue to pray for our country and our special friends in the nursing home. Also, continue
to pray for Ms. Meeker as she is healing from her cancer surgery. Please keep her son and his
family in your prayers as they can’t visit her in the hospital. 
RELIGION-say the rosary today and use one of the mysteries you wrote out yesterday. Invite a
family member to join you☺. The more voices the better!!! Thank you!
SPELLING-TEST(parents please give your child the test. I say the word, put it in a sentence
then say the word again to give them a chance to write it. DON’T do the words in order!! The
last 2 words please put in ONE sentence and the student writes the sentence out.) I TRUST
you to be the “teacher.” Don’t worry about the grading. Just put the test in their homework
folder and I will grade when I get them back. Thanks so much for your help!! YOU will have an
honorary “teacher degree” by the time this is over!!! ☺
GRAMMAR-complete simple solutions lesson #58 or the next lesson you have to complete.
Look over lessons #53-56 for a quiz tomorrow.
WRITING-complete a “RAVE REVIEW.” Please TYPE the review out and EMAIL it to me. If you
do not have access to a computer, then write it out on notebook paper. I do NEED you to
complete the form that was included in the drop off yesterday. You can return it at the next
drop off. BEFORE emailing your review to me, MOM OR DAD please check for errors as the
newspaper posts it as is!!!
MATH- textbook p.283 on notebook paper complete #32-39. Complete simple solutions
lesson #64 or the next lesson you are on.
SOCIAL STUDIES-unit 7 lesson 4 read p.307-310. Write out vocabulary and definitions on p.
306 in your notebook. Make sure you head it “unit 7 lesson 4”.
HOMEWORK:
• AR
• GRAMMAR-review simple solutions lessons #53-56

